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Abstract The growth of mobile apps in the last decade has taken over all aspects of human life. With this growth rate of 

mobile devices, the market demand for software running on these devices has also increased. Developers and testers are 

expected to deliver the mobile apps on time and within budget. Testing is preliminary to deliver the high-quality app. 

The estimation of testing plays a vital role. The objective of this paper is to present a regression model that estimate test 

effort for mobile apps considering test size, mobile app factors, and test factors.  The Multiple Linear Regression 

(MLR) model is further analyzed and validated with a new mobile project data by taking a case study to verify its 

suitability in real-life. The proposed model is also implemented as a web tool using ASP.NET and C# to ease out the 

manual calculation process. The web tool is provided to the mobile app software industry for trial and analyzes the 

results. To analyze the actual effort with estimates MRE measure is used. For the case study, MRE obtained with the 

proposed regression model is 9.71% and 30.4% is obtained with expert estimation prevalent in the company which is 

very high as compared to the proposed model.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The popularity of mobile devices and the apps running on 

these devices has been amplified from the former decade. 

Rendering to the statistics obtainable by [1], the figure for 

mobile apps downloads globally in 2018 is approximately 

178.1 billion and it is predictable to nurture to 258.2 billion 

app downloads by 2022. Perceiving the mobile app strength 

over desktop software hints that applications are 

unmistakably setting down deep roots, particularly in the 

realms of business and tech. Mobile application developers‟ 

are obligatory to release software on within given time 

frame and cost.  For this reason software estimation 

assumes an extremely crucial job in giving the most exact 

measuring figure for building trust in developers and 

customers relationship [2].  

Test Estimation is the estimation of the testing size, testing 

effort, testing cost and testing schedule for a specified 

software testing project in a specified environment using 

defined methods, tools and techniques [2]. A very few 

investigations have been performed in the context of 

estimating the test effort of mobile apps [3], [4].  Estimation 

of testing effort based on size has been proposed in many 

studies for traditional software [5],[6],[7],[8],[9]. Functional 

Size Measurement (FSM) is concerned with measuring the 

functionality of the software attained from requirements. 

The functional size of the software has proved to affect 

effort and then the cost of software projects [10]. The 

software size measurement can be used for assessment and 

for prediction. The prediction measurement or estimation 

uses a mathematical model and prediction procedures [11].  

In this paper, COSMIC FSM measure has been chosen for 

size measurement due to its suitability for a broader range 

of application domains such as like embedded software, 

real-time apps, mobile apps etc. [12]. Mobile apps are 

cogitated as a hybrid of real-time apps and business apps 

handled in COSMIC FSM [13]. In COSMIC FSM, the 

functional users can interact with the mobile software using 

touchscreens, voice, keypad etc. The persistent storage in 

mobile apps is either memory cards (external memory), or 

over the cloud storage. Figure 1 depicts data movements in 

mobile app software. Entry (E) and Exit (X) data 

movements represent data exchange between the mobile 

user and mobile application. Read (R) and Write (W) data 

movements occur between either mobile device memory 

and mobile app or cloud storage and mobile app. The 

details of calculating COSMIC FSM can be referred from 

[13]. 

The remaining paper is ordered in the following way. 

Section II provides a review of the literature. Section III 

delivers the proposed Multiple Regression Model. Section 

IV presents the implementation of the proposed model using 

a case study. Section V depicts the results of the proposed 

model from the case study. Finally, section VI represents 

the conclusion of the paper. 
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Figure1 Data movements in mobile Application 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The existing literature on test effort estimation exclusively 

for mobile apps is very limited. However, there is a number 

of studies published for estimation of test effort in 

traditional software. As the focus of this paper is on test 

estimation of mobile apps, thus the identified studies are 

presented therein. 

Studies by [3], [14], [15] involve estimation of manual test 

execution effort investigating a risk and test factors as a 

major factor in estimation and used the mobile application 

case study for employment of the proposed model. The test 

estimation model custom the sources on the test 

specifications which are comprised of Controlled Natural 

Language (CNL). Execution points of test cases from test 

specification are measured for its size and complexity and 

then execution effort is estimated with test productivity and 

regression model.  The authors [16] have also implemented 

the model in a tool that bears the measurement of test size 

and execution complexity, and lastly estimation of test 

execution effort.  

A study by [4] proposed an architecture based estimation 

model aimed at reliability testing prediction of the mobile 

apps. Also, a case study is directed in two software 

industries.  According to the authors, the notion of 

specification-based testing can be thought of as 

architecture-based testing, in which it is checked that 

whether the implementation is in accordance with the 

architectural specifications. The authors applied this 

framework on two mobile companies that are developing 

mobile applications and the results of architecture based 

testing helped the companies to expurgate their funds and 

lessen the time for software quality assurance. 

A study by [17] enhanced the traditional estimation method 

i.e. use case point. The author considered efficiency and 

risk factor of testers along with environment and technical 

factors to estimate test effort in an agile environment. The 

author has applied the method on four real projects and out 

of the two are mobile application projects. According to the 

authors, the implementation of the proposed model 

presented more accurate results from the original use case 

point method for test estimation. 

But none of the above techniques have considered mobile 

specific characteristics identified in [18]. 

III. MODEL PROPOSAL 

The proposed model for test effort estimation of mobile 

apps can be depicted in figure 2 starting with mobile 

application requirements as felicitated by the customer. The 

functional requirements are extracted, and the size of 

functional requirements is calculated using COSMIC 

function size measurement method. The functional size is 

considered as functional test size for input to the estimation 

model. The dataset of previous completed mobile 

applications is used to generate the regression test effort 

estimation, model. The dataset incorporates domain of the 

mobile applications along with COSMIC function size, test 

effort (Person-hour) for each mobile app, ratings against 

each mobile characteristics and test characteristic forming 

the basis for calculation of MobileFactor and for 

TestFactor. MobileFactor comprises of weight given to 

fifteen mobile app characteristics identified by [18]. 

TestFactor comprises of weight given to seven test factors 

from [7], [8], [19],[20],[21]. 
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Figure 2 High-Level view of Mobile App Test Effort Estimation Model 

An empirical study is conducted using dataset created by 

collecting mobile applications data from different industries 

and freelancers. Correlation between test effort and 

COSMIC measure as test size is first verified using 

nonparametric association statistics Spearman‟s rho test  

[22]. Multiple Linear Regression (MLR)  is a model-based 

approach and is chosen because of its wide acceptance in 

many industrial contexts and researches for effort prediction 

based on size [23], [24]. In Multiple Linear Regression 

(MLR), a dependent variable is a function of independent 

variables. MLR model is defined as in below Eq. (1): 

 

1 2 1 3 2 4 3 ......... n nY a a x a x a x a x                  (1) 

 

In this study, actual test effort (Person-Hour) is chosen as a 

dependent variable that will be predicted and CFP is 

independent variable contributing to functional size and 

thereafter test size. Other two independent variables are 

MobileFactor and TestFactor. The model obtained takes the 

format of Eq. (2).  

1 2 3 4*( ) *( ) *( )TestEffort a a CFP a MobileFactor a TestFactor   
 (2) 

Here „a1‟ is an intercept, „a2‟ is a coefficient of CFP, „a3‟ is 

a coefficient of MobileFactor and ‟a4‟ is coefficient of 

TestFactor.  

A testing effort estimation model is built using a Multiple 

Linear Regression (MLR) technique for predicting test 

effort as the outcome variable and COSMIC test size as a 

predictor variable. All the assumptions for linear regression 

are satisfied. The model presented is further validated and 

evaluated for their effectiveness by using k-fold cross-

validation method. MRE, MMRE, MdMRE, and PRED 

(25) indices are used for measuring the accuracy of the 

model. The final MLR equation takes the following format 

as shown in Eq. (3):- 

 
1.103 0.164 0.1990.309* * *TestEffort CFP MobileFactor TestFactor

                           (3) 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL 

The model is implemented in a case study using the 

proposed regression model which is implemented as a web 

tool. The goal of directing case study is to validate the 

applicability of the proposed model in real mobile app test 

effort estimation. A case study is conducted on US-based 

software industry engaged in the development and testing of 

web and mobile applications. A mobile app named 

TradeInShop is to be developed and tested. TradeInShop is 

a mobile application with a web service in order to get 

shopping items or services. The mobile application will 

work on mobile Android devices. It will have functions as 

data managing, web-based searching, items collecting 

(selling or favorites), messaging with users. When users run 

the application, they can use the functionalities the device. 

All information will be kept on a database which can be 

accessed by users with or without login. The Functional 

User Requirements (FURs) of the app are used for counting 

COSMIC size. Then COSMIC size acts as a test size for the 

app. Figure 3 presents the summarized report for CFP count 

from VisualFSM tool [25]. VisualFSM COSMIC Quick 

Start tool provided by Director of Pentad-SE Ltd can be 

used for calculating CFP and available online for 

academic/industrial use.  Figure 4 shows the input of CFP 

test size along with mobile app name and description into 

the web tool developed by authors for further calculation. 
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Figure 5 presents input for mobile app characteristics 

impact on test effort. Similarly, figure 6 depicts test factor 

impact on test estimation. Finally, figure 7 shows the result 

as the estimated effort required for testing the mobile app. 

 
Figure 3 Final Reports with CFP Count 

 
Figure 4 Input to Mobile App Test Effort Estimation Tool 

 
Figure 5 MobileFactor Calculation 

 
Figure 6 TestFactor Calculation 

 
Figure 7 Final Report on test estimation of TradeInShop 

V. RESULTS 

In this case study, different experiments are performed to 

compare proposed model against a traditional approach 

where the test effort estimation is generated by a human 

expert is asked to estimate the new project‟s effort based on 

personal experience and knowledge. This informal expert-

based estimation method [26] used within the organization 

is far less near to the actual effort incurred. Expert judgment 

effort estimation techniques are based on the person‟s 

experience and intuition. The evaluation indices MRE is 

calculated for the proposed model and expert estimation 

method prevalent in Company indicates that the proposed 

model performs better than expert estimation. Table 1 and 

figure 8 shows the comparison of the actual test effort with 

the proposed model and expert judgment method. 

MRE (Magnitude of Relative Error) [27] gives a 

normalized measure of the difference between the actual 

test effort and the estimated test effort. 

 

| Pr |i i
i

i

ActualTestEffort edictedTestEffort
MRE

ActualTestEffort


  

Table1 Comparison of prevalent Test Effort Estimation technique 

with proposed model 
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Figure8 Comparison of Proposed Model with Expert Estimation 

Technique and Actual Test Effort 

From table 1, it can be analyzed that MRE % for the 

proposed estimation model is far than MRE% for Expert 

Estimation This indicates that the proposed model gives a 

better prediction for test estimation of mobile apps. The 

mobile app characteristics and test factor along with 

COSMIC size do play a major role in test effort prediction. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Mobile apps are captivating all miens of human ventures. 

The developers and testers of mobile apps are expected to 

deliver apps on time and of high quality. Estimation of 

testing helps in achieving the same by the coordinating the 

testing resources in the fine timeline.  To fulfill this motive, 

this research paper proposes a for test effort estimation 

model for mobile apps. The model is based on COSMIC 

FSM size considered as test size along with mobile app 

characteristics and test characteristics. The proposed model 

is validated on real mobile app test estimation by 

conducting an industrial case study. The results obtained are 

compared against the expert judgment techniques followed 

in the software companies. The performance of test 

estimation models is evaluated. The estimated test results 

reveal that the proposed test estimation model gives more 

precise accuracy than the expert judgment technique. A web 

test effort estimation tool is also developed to reduce the 

manual calculation task. From the results obtained after 

implementing the proposed model on the case study, it can 

be concluded that the proposed model gives better 

prediction considering test size, mobile app factors, and test 

factors. For future work, the proposed model can be further 

be optimized using soft computing techniques.  
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